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I don't know why I'm telling you any of this
One thing is, don't ever tell anyone I told you this
Don't save me, just forgive me
Forgive me, 'cause I was only thinking of you
Just you

I'm falling

Well, for a long time, all he wanted was to save me
He was weaving his words around me, just like chains
The closer we were, the lower he whispered
I know it's crazy, but he was singing

They say we're hard to please
They say we have too much
As if all this would do
When all we want to have is fun

I'm falling

The angel from this dream I have
He's here again
He came like sun through the window and he smiled
The higher you fly, the harder you fall

They say we're hard to please
They say we have too much
As if all this would do
When all we want to have is fun
And why this empty space

I'm falling

Did he touch me
Does he surround me like the air in this room
Oh I can walk inches higher than the floor
But if you want to know the truth

I'm falling

I don't know, why I'm telling you any of this
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One thing is, don't ever tell anyone I told you this
Don't save me, just forgive me
'Cause I was only thinking of you, just you

They say we're hard to please
They say we have too much
As if all this would do
When all we want to have is fun

I'm falling

Please catch me
Oh just catch me
Just so that I don't fall
Let me charm the birds out of the sky
So that I can look up
and I can see you
Did I see you
Did I touch you
Come close
To me
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